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 David Zicarelli
 Cycling '74
 379A Clementina

 San Francisco, California 94103 USA
 zicarell@cycling74.com

 How I Learned to

 Love a Program That
 Does Nothing

 Opening a word processing program presents one
 with a blank window, typically white, in which
 one is supposed to enter text. The designer of the
 word processor takes a cue from the almost-
 forgotten typewriter, in which a blank sheet of pa-
 per was inserted into the carriage, and the operator
 of the machine was then ready to create.

 The startup state of Max is the same: upon open-
 ing the program, a window appears with nothing in
 it. However, this window is designed to facilitate
 construction not of a text, but of computer music
 tools. In the beginning of the original Max manual,
 Miller Puckette wrote, "Max is for people who
 have hit the limit of the usual sequencing and voic-
 ing programs for MIDI equipment" (quoted in Dob-
 rian 1990). The strategy he adopted for
 circumventing these limits was a program that
 does nothing. What could possibly be more intimi-
 dating than a blank screen that says implicitly that
 the user must first create instruments before mak-

 ing music?
 From this inauspicious beginning, Max users

 have apparently taken up the challenge, faced a col-
 lection of components and tools represented by
 boxes, placed them into the blank page, connected
 them together to make new components and tools
 (called patchers), and eventually made some music.
 In other words, Max-the program that does noth-
 ing-offers the promise that learning it and figuring
 out how to create its "documents" can lead to re-

 sults that are satisfying in a way that using prefab-
 ricated software would never be. I want to explore
 this idea, which is on one level completely familiar
 and yet on another both profound and problematic.

 When I first saw Miller Puckette's Max, demon-
 strated in 1988 by David Wessel, I was working on
 my own blank page scheme, a program called Riff
 that I soon abandoned once I began working with
 Miller on Max a few months later. A few ideas

 from Riff have made their way into Max, but it was
 on the whole a much smaller idea that would not

 have been much more than charming to a few peo-
 ple. Riff was supposed to be a paint program in
 which regions of a picture could be defined as
 zones of mouse-driven interaction. It grew out of
 my previous work on interactive composition pro-
 grams M and Jam Factory (both described in Zicar-
 elli 1987) and OvalTune. These programs were not
 in any sense blank pages. They were embodiments
 of specific compositional algorithms with variables
 controlled in the manner of a flight simulator. (The
 flight simulator model was first suggested to me by
 Joel Chadabe in 1986, who was particularly fond of
 an early Macintosh Fokker Triplane flight simula-
 tor [Hill 1986].) These earlier programs were, per-
 haps, things that could be approximated after some
 construction activity in Max, but Max is still not
 ready "out of the box" to build these kinds of pro-
 grams.

 One thing I noticed was that only a subset of the
 features of M, Jam Factory, and OvalTune were
 typically used in creating pieces of music. How-
 ever, because the programs were intended to be
 complete explorations of a particular compositional
 approach, there was no way to leave out those fea-
 tures one did not need or want. Indeed, this surplus
 of opportunity was something I came to value: part
 of what I liked to call a "confrontational approach"
 to a composing system. By confronting composers
 with controls and opportunities they might not or-
 dinarily try, the system might be able to open up
 new creative paths. A person using M or Jam Fac-
 tory is adopting an approach in which flexibility is
 traded for stimulation. Rather than viewing the
 computer as a way to render pre-existing, fully real-
 ized ideas, one allows the computer to affect the
 way one realizes the ideas themselves. It would be
 very difficult, if not impossible, for a system that
 starts with an entirely blank page to operate in this
 manner-especially if the system aspires to gener-
 ality and neutrality.

 On one level, Max decomposes the algorithms
 and user interfaces of programs such as M and Jam
 Factory into their basic elements and lets users
 build their own systems. This building represents
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 the first phase of the use of Max. A second phase
 involves the use, or performance, with the system
 built. Because most people build Max programs for
 their own use, they do not often build "confronta-
 tional" systems, in contrast to fixed programs: they
 only create the features they need for a particular
 task.

 Hierarchies of Incompleteness

 This segregation of the compositional/creative pro-
 cess into the building of a system and the exploita-
 tion of that system is at the heart of most of the
 issues that I want to address here. One way to
 think about Max is that it exists as a set of hierar-

 chically related layers of incompleteness. In short,
 constructing a system is not enough: one must still
 operate it to achieve results. But this incomplete-
 ness extends to lower levels-most importantly,
 within the software itself. Rather than solve a par-
 ticular problem in a particular way, Max creates an
 ecology within which combinations of elements
 can form a solution. I like to think Max resembles

 an "ecosystem" more than a language. It is not
 strong on restrictive syntactic or semantic ele-
 ments. Instead, it pays a great deal of attention to
 supporting the development of basic elements and
 how these elements form arbitrary relationships. In
 Max, these relationships can be formed because the
 software specifies a wrapper for algorithms, de-
 vices, interface ideas, and technologies so they can
 all relate to each other in a common way. I have re-
 ferred before to this commonality as the "universal
 language of meaningless numbers," (Zicarelli 1991)
 but is not just numbers that make up the relation-
 ship. (There is nothing in Max that enforces a con-
 vention that an object be controllable with
 numbers.)

 The general principle of the design of any indi-
 vidual Max element (referred to as an object) is
 that it represents some computation or action that
 is controllable by other elements. While individual
 programmers are free to choose the way they im-
 plement the connection between control and com-
 putation, they will necessarily be mindful of the
 existing ecology if they want to see their object
 used widely. Put another way, one should think

 less about how the element will be used in the end

 than about how it will be used by "do-it-
 yourselfers" in the middle (i.e., within the system-
 building process). To work on Max itself, as an
 environment, I too have to think about the middle
 instead of the end, in the same sense that the pro-
 grammer of a word processor is worried about how
 documents are edited rather than the quality of the
 writing that users are doing. We can do things to
 help people avoid mistakes, and we can provide
 them with templates showing proper operation of
 the program, but we cannot ensure any particular
 level of aesthetic quality.

 Another level of this "incomplete thinking" in-
 volves imagining the types of elements that are
 made available to system-builders. Miller Puck-
 ette's original idea was to provide the minimum
 number of basic elements ("objects") he could get
 away with, while allowing new elements to be cre-
 ated out of groups of objects using encapsulation.
 With encapsulation, users needed not be concerned
 whether an element was one of the basic ones

 Miller provided or one they made themselves. So
 we see that although the page begins blank, it is
 not completely free-form: it is a game field that op-
 erates according to rules that cannot be invented by
 the player. However, as people began to use Max,
 they immediately ran into its limitations and
 wanted to add more basic objects that they could
 not create as encapsulations. Shortly after Miller
 and I began working together on Max in 1988, I
 added a primitive method of loading new objects
 written in C using a dynamic linking scheme I had
 devised for Riff and OvalTune, since MacOS had
 no DLL support until 1994. Miller and I came up
 with a system of providing macros that accessed
 function pointers stored in a giant table to access
 the service routines of the Max kernel. Although I
 cannot go into detail about all of the nearly 450
 support routines present in Max/MSP, I do want to
 talk in general terms about two aspects of how ob-
 jects operate, because they represent the most fun-
 damental level of incompleteness in the program
 and one of the major reasons I think the program
 continues to be used.

 Seventeen years after its initial development and
 fourteen years after the commercial version was
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 Figure 1. Relationships in

 dynamic binding in Max/
 MSP objects.

 Object instance Message list Bound functions

 class pointer - - start - player_start()
 stop -- - playerstop()

 bang -  player_bang()
 int -- > player int()

 Other

 messages....

 first released, Max and its offspring are big pro-
 grams. Max/MSP, the commercial version that I
 work on, has over 400 supported objects compris-
 ing over 80,000 lines of code and 1,700 pages of
 documentation. In addition to the 400 supported
 objects, about 800 other objects have been written
 by users, most of which are freely available on the
 Internet. This is a clear suggestion that not every-
 one who has used Max has shared Miller's original
 preference for simplicity and generality. When con-
 fronted with Max, many people have felt compelled
 to extend it to deal with cases they could not figure
 out how to handle in any other way than by defin-
 ing object behavior in the C language.

 The abundance of objects is additional evidence
 that Max is more of an ecosystem than a language,
 because none of these hundreds of objects is techni-
 cally more "fundamental" than any other. It also
 demonstrates that it is a very effective way of com-
 bining small pieces of C code that perform specific
 tasks. In addition, it is not a bad way to think
 about writing that C code owing to Miller's basic
 design for the Max kernel, which provides services
 used by individual components of a larger system
 designed to work together. To return to the ecologi-
 cal metaphor, we can say that the design of Max al-
 lows a proliferation of individual elements (species)
 that never overwhelm the overall environment.

 This is not necessarily something that can be
 planned in advance when designing software, but it
 is worth observing that, after an initial learning

 phase, typical Max users often seek new external
 objects rather than complain about how many exist
 now. One of the challenges facing the further de-
 velopment of the system is the need to find ways
 for people to match the right object for what they
 are trying to accomplish.

 Two aspects of the Max design I think are worth
 highlighting, because they play critical roles in cre-
 ating the ecology I described above. The first is dy-
 namic binding. Rather than use a C++ model in
 which objects inherit their basic behavior from a
 base class (often called static binding), Max uses a
 model in which the base class handles only the
 most basic tasks of messaging, construction, and
 destruction. Almost everything else is handled
 with C functions that are associated with symbols
 at runtime when the classes of Max objects are ini-
 tialized. For example, if we are making an object
 that plays a sound file, we might associate the
 word "start" with a function that begins the play-
 back, and "stop" with a function that ends it.

 Dynamic binding is used everywhere in Max: it
 is the basis of the file format, the window manage-
 ment system, the user interface, and, perhaps most
 importantly, the ability to extend the environment
 itself without breaking anything. This extension
 can be seen in the design of the audio and image-
 processing environments built on top of Max: FTS,
 MSP (Zicarelli 1998), nato.0 + 55 (available online
 at www.eusocial.com), and Jitter. In each case, a
 suite of objects shares a set of new capabilities all
 expressed in terms of new methods that are bound
 to specific symbols.

 Each Max object contains a pointer to a list of
 symbols it can receive as messages, as illustrated in
 Figure 1. This list can be interrogated by any piece
 of code that wants to learn the capabilities of ob-
 jects in the system. For instance, all MSP audio
 signal-processing objects are identified by virtue of
 the fact that they bind themselves to the word
 "dsp." Once bound to this symbol, the MSP signal
 compiler can send the symbol "dsp" as a message.
 The expectation is that an object responding to this
 message will prepare to execute signal processing
 code in a standard way documented by the external
 object application programming interface (API) for
 MSP objects. A dynamic binding scheme also pro-
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 Figure 2. Stack-based exe-
 cution of Max messages.

 Figure 3. Sequence of steps
 performed by patcher
 shown in Figure 2.

 Bang button

 2Number box

 i Trigger object

 Plus object

 22 Number box

 1. Clicking the bang button at the top of the patch sends a "bang" message
 out the button's outlet.

 2. This calls a function in the number box that responds to a bang message,
 causing the current value of the number (22) to be sent out its outlet.

 3. This calls a function in the trigger object that handles numbers, causing
 the number to be sent out the right outlet of the trigger function.

 4. This calls a function in the plus object that stores one of the numbers to
 be added. The function in the plus object returns, and we are back to the
 level of the trigger object.

 5. In the trigger object, a bang message is sent out the left outlet.
 6. This calls a function in the plus object that adds two numbers together

 and sends the result out its outlet.

 7. This calls a function in the number box to change the displayed and stored
 value.

 8. All functions return back to the bang button's response to a mouse click.

 vides for objects that belong to several "classes" of
 capabilities. For instance, an MSP object one can
 click on would respond to both the "dsp" and
 "click" messages. If a new capability is introduced,
 there is no reason why such an object could not be
 a part of that capability too. With the C++ model,
 making this change would require some major code
 surgery and a complex scheme to ensure compati-
 bility, but in Max, nothing breaks.

 A second important design feature is the stack-
 based execution model for asynchronous message
 passing. When the user clicks on a bang button, the
 simple Max patch (shown in Figure 2) executes
 the sequence of steps listed in Figure 3. It is not
 the case that the first step is completed before sub-
 sequent steps occur. Instead, each subsequent step
 is triggered by a function call inside the previous
 step, meaning that an execution stack grows with
 each successive step. The overall efficiency and
 simplicity of this approach has been important: es-
 sentially the objects are set up by Max to commu-
 nicate with each other so that calls to a function in

 the output object result directly in the call of a
 function within the input object, with very little
 getting in the way.

 However, it is worth noting that the stack-based
 approach sometimes makes writing objects ex-
 tremely difficult when users design algorithms
 with feedback. In Figure 4, a patch is shown that
 implements a counter. The bang message to the

 plus 1 object causes the current value to be incre-
 mented and then sent out its outlet. A number

 merely sets the new value of the plus 1 object with
 no output. The potential problem with this patch is
 that while the plus 1 object is executing its re-
 sponse to the bang message, it is called again. If the
 value were to be incremented after it produces the
 current count, clicking the bang button would
 never change its value. While solving this particu-
 lar problem is as easy as ensuring that the internal
 state of the object is updated before it is output in a
 message, some problems resulting from this execu-
 tion model have occasionally been extremely diffi-
 cult to correct.

 Roles Within a Community

 Although the page is initially blank, few now enter
 the world of Max as lone explorers with no guide-
 posts from others who have ventured through the
 same territory. If we look only at the software it-
 self, we ignore the fact that one of the major factors
 determining what tools people use is how they are
 situated within a community. In some places in
 the world, roofs are made with ceramic tiles, while
 in other places, asphalt shingles are more popular.
 It is not just climate that makes the determination
 but the tradition of expertise of the roof-builders in
 a particular area. The same is true with software,
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 Figure 4. A patch whose
 proper operation depends
 on the order of operations
 internal to the plusl
 object.

 pus1

 .....................

 The bang button
 triggers the
 increment sequence.

 The bang message
 from the button,
 causes an increment,
 then an output.

 The output value
 times 5 is stored

 back into the plus1
 object.

 institutions, and musical genres. Because Max has
 a number of levels of incompleteness, it provides a
 number of opportunities for people of differing
 skills, interests, and backgrounds to participate in a
 community of shared interests.

 Consider the process of composing with the soft-
 ware. The blank page is highly incomplete as a
 piece of music: it produces no output at all. Each
 element of a Max patch is typically specialized to
 perform one or two tasks that will not impress too
 many people by themselves. However, by combin-
 ing them, one realizes something more complete.

 Therefore, in the process of composing, one is
 constantly encouraged to think at a more general
 level than just one piece at this time. Modularity is
 a general phenomenon of computer science, but
 one that does not always work to one's advantage
 in artistic endeavors. However, within the context
 of programming, the theory is often gentle enough
 to be fun. (Indeed, this might be the general attrac-
 tion of computer music for most people.) Once a
 system is built, it consists of a blurred mixture of
 theory and application. And indeed, many systems
 built with Max are never completely built at all:

 they often require the intervention of a performer
 or operator to complete the musical work. These
 systems are always partially theoretical in that
 they could be intended to produce an infinite num-
 ber of specific performances.

 The commercial version of Max/MSP that I work
 on is not open-source. But it is not entirely closed
 either, because, as I have stressed above, it is de-
 signed to be extended. The commercialization of
 the software does not merely facilitate its distribu-
 tion, as Miller argues in his article; it also provides
 a focal point for a community. A significant por-
 tion of the revenue from the sale of Max/MSP goes
 into what might be called community-building ac-
 tivities. These include sponsorship of a mailing list;
 a "share" site where unofficial creations of the soft-

 ware developers are made available; a guide to the
 work of other developers making things with the
 software; sponsorships of artists, workshops, and
 festivals; a record label featuring works made with
 Max/MSP; and updated documentation and soft-
 ware development kits. There is also a free version
 of Max/MSP that can run any patch. Effectively,
 only people interested in making new things need
 pay for the privilege. These activities illustrate that
 a community formed around a piece of software is
 not simply comprised of people taking the source
 code, extending it, and giving back the extensions.
 Because the external object interface in Max is fun-
 damental, the act of extending the software can oc-
 cur without the need to make the entire system
 open-source. External objects typically add a capa-
 bility to manage data (such as Peter Elsea's Lob-
 jects) or provide a connection to a new service in
 the area of user interaction, device control, or com-
 munications protocol, such as Matt Wright's Max/
 MSP interface to Open SoundControl (Wright and
 Freed 1997).

 Thus, the external object developers play a criti-
 cal role in the community, as do people who test
 new versions, write tutorials, make example
 patches, teach the software at educational institu-
 tions, perform and record pieces, and facilitate new
 research and development activities. All of these
 activities represent different ways of completing
 the system, but in a sense, even a fully realized
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 composition is incomplete within the context of
 the community, serving as an inspiration to others
 to create new works.

 Sharing Work

 A system in which components talk to each other
 in a standard way allows sharing of expertise
 among people working on a variety of interests and
 with varying levels of expertise. The field of com-
 puter music has traditionally focused on timbre
 and its evolution; this in many ways reflects the
 nature of Music N systems, which until very re-
 cently had almost nothing to do with the construc-
 tion of real-time control systems of any degree of
 sophistication. To compensate, many composers
 became obsessed with "gen" time function specifi-
 cation, almost always using them to change tim-
 bral parameters. While some of the very early uses
 of Max translated this technique into the MIDI do-
 main (such as Miller's use of the 4X synthesizer),
 the possibilities of asynchronous message passing
 and scheduling were ideal for more interactive con-
 trol techniques. As Miller justifiably argues, con-
 trol has always been the interesting thing about
 Max, and the audio part is-as he once remarked--
 a kind of "internal Music N." However, because
 Max forces its users to think about control from

 the start, many have begun to extend its notions of
 control into the audio domain.

 Internally, this is not unlike the function genera-
 tor capability of Music N systems, but the applica-
 tion is often not timbral control at all. Rather, it is
 applied to tasks that would traditionally be thought
 of as asynchronous events, such as sample and se-
 quence triggers and timers, tempo regulators, and
 MIDI control parameter modulation generators.
 Audio-rate control is one reason it has been diffi-

 cult to find a way to standardize the interoperabil-
 ity of higher-level work in Max. Patchers can be
 designed to have their own inputs and outputs, but
 nothing prevents connecting signals that are inap-
 propriate and might even end up causing speaker
 damage. But the more general issue is that there is
 always a tension between the two possible spaces

 within which one can do work in Max: the space of
 incompleteness and the space of the finished piece.
 The finished piece tends to be a closed system that
 is never intended to be combined with anything
 else.

 There are, however, many people who work in
 both spaces and share work that is either a compo-
 nent or by-product of their finished pieces. There
 are generally two ways in which this sharing oc-
 curs. One way involves the aforementioned devel-
 opment of external objects. Knowledge of a
 particular area of computer music practice can be
 embodied in an object that can be added to a
 patcher. Another way is to provide one or more
 patchers that represent a "practice" that can be
 modified. For instance, if I have an idea I want to
 explore in the area of a multi-channel audio, but I
 have no particular knowledge or skill in this area, I
 can use the research of others in the form of patch-
 ers and objects. Assuming I can figure them out,
 these can be a starting point for my own project,
 because I can modify them to suit my own needs.
 However, this assumption is not often a valid one.
 Max/MSP does not enforce readability, consistency,
 or efficiency on its users. There are no real stan-
 dards for interoperability at the level of the patcher
 as there are at the object level. Any standard will
 probably fall short of offering the full range of pos-
 sibilities for patches to communicate with each
 other, but I have a fairly simple proposal for defin-
 ing work in Max that I describe in the final section
 of this article.

 The Assembler

 A few years ago, I noticed that certain software
 companies were charging hundreds and even thou-
 sands of dollars for audio plug-in software that per-
 formed one specific signal-processing task. So it
 seemed worth developing a system whereby signal-
 processing algorithms developed in Max/MSP could
 be transformed into plug-ins, with the goal being to
 provide creative and unusual signal processing al-
 gorithms that emphasized the radical transforma-
 tion of sound rather than its perfection. The
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 Figure 5. A patch that de-
 fines a low-pass filter plug-
 in. The shaded lines define
 the audio signal paths, and
 the other lines carry nor-

 mal Max control messages.
 The pp objects are con-
 nected to the inputs of the
 lores- objects to allow the
 filter frequency and reso-

 nance to be controlled by
 standard plug-in parame-
 ter change techniques,
 such as by moving the
 sliders shown in Figure 6.

 ............ ....Deefin it ion of Cutlofft"
 ug in 'Frequency parameter

 :L m f t: : ........h... .......... .................... .. .......... ... . := :: = , = :....... eft *~t:Right

 - n c f . i pp 1 CutoffFrequency 10. 15000. Hz

 : c h a n n e l ............................. ............... ......... .. .............. .......... ... ..

 .channel " chi~et
 audii input".dfdio input

 ............... i . ..............efinition of

 SloresI - sorane pararmeter f i Iter *fFiilter ..........................................

 .... ... ....... ...... ..................... .............

 audio f tfi tudio- of
 uutpt tpunCE parameter

 . .... ..... .. ... ..... .. ... .....

 Righ Riyt 2 Resonance~tc 0. 0.99111_-
 :ohannel ........ channe I

 'aud s ? luQ~t" audii10
 :output 1itu ..................... -outputr**r*~*r*.

 publicly available VST specification developed by
 Steinberg Soft- und Hardware gmbH (Steinberg et
 al. 1999) seemed sufficiently comprehensive. It de-
 fines an audio processing routine plus a set of pa-
 rameters for controlling that routine.
 The run-time plug-in environment, which is the

 basis of the commercial product called Pluggo (Zi-
 carelli 2002) that includes over a hundred plug-ins
 built in Max/MSP, is a system for taking a patch
 written according to a particular recipe using spe-
 cial plug-in definition objects, and making it appear
 as a VST plug-in. The signal-processing algorithm
 defined in MSP is defined to have its inputs start-
 ing with the plugin- object and its outputs with
 the plugout- object. Users can define parameters
 with the pp object. The patch for a very simple fil-
 ter plug-in is shown in Figure 5. A user interface
 for the plug-in can either be created out of Max ob-
 jects, or automatically generated based on the pp
 objects in the patch as shown in Figure 6.
 MSP also has an object for using VST plug-ins

 within an audio signal-processing network called
 vst-. Users can load both traditionally written
 VST plug-ins as well as those written in Max/MSP.
 Although the concept of a signal processing algo-
 rithm with audio inputs and outputs plus some pa-
 rameters does not cover all possible strategies of
 interoperability, it does cover a fairly large range,
 especially if we provide for the possibility of audio-
 rate control inputs and outputs.

 This framework provides a way to work where
 users can build music-making tools for finished
 pieces and share their ideas with others in three
 simple steps. First, the user experiments to develop
 (or appropriate) a signal-processing or synthesis rou-
 tine to use as a building block. Next, one uses the
 plug-in definition facility to define the routine's in-
 puts, outputs, and parameters (and then shares the
 plug-in with others, if desired). Finally, the user
 loads the plug-in using the vst- object and writes
 Max patches to control the signal processing or
 synthesis routine using either audio-rate control in-
 puts, note triggers (via MIDI), or messages to
 change parameters.
 I am designing a higher-level interface based on

 this way of working for the combination of plug-ins
 called Assembler. One opportunity we have in
 Max/MSP is to move beyond limitations of the
 VST specification and provide additional intelli-
 gence to a higher-level interface that will provide
 guidance for the context in which a plug-in could
 be used. For instance, audio inputs and outputs can
 be labeled as "audio" or "control." Plug-ins could
 accept other plug-ins to modify how they do their
 job; this type of hierarchy is not possible in tradi-
 tional audio environments modeled on mixing con-
 soles. For instance, a delay-line plug-in could offer
 an optional filter in its feedback loop; if no filter
 plug-in were specified, audio would pass through
 the feedback loop unmodified.
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 Figure 6. The user inter-
 face created automatically
 by the runtime plug-in
 environment for the patch

 shown in Figure 5. Each
 pp object in the patch gen-
 erates a slider in the inter-

 face.

 ... .......... . . . .. . . .

 :.. L T l W ,I . :,.:.: :-:,:-: :.:..... ... ................,. .:...........:..:.:....,.-.:.

 ..........'.....................,....... .... ..... .. .... ... ...

 .X. INV 11 1 - ? .Mm::mm -,

 ....;
 ?. .. .. . ......

 .. .... ... ... ..

 .... ....

 . . ..... . .. . . . . .. .. . ..

 Other types of annotation-some already part of
 the VST 2.0 specification-could facilitate impro-
 vising with plug-in selection by showing only those
 modules that were appropriate for a particular situ-
 ation. Although some people have attempted to
 perform on stage starting with a blank Max page, it
 is not a task for the faint of heart. I hope that this
 could become more of a possibility with higher-
 level components that are annotated to guide spon-
 taneous selection.

 An analogy can be made with the Web. There are
 two mechanisms for finding information on the
 Web. One is searching for content, and the other is
 searching for labels that identify content. It is obvi-
 ously difficult to figure out how to label content so
 that everyone who could possibly want to see it
 can find it, but it is certainly better than nothing. If
 we allow multiple labels on the same content by
 multiple commentators who play multiple roles,
 then the chances of a good label increase dramati-
 cally. I would like to see a move toward an entirely
 annotated digital universe, in which all the basic
 elements of music are labeled to facilitate their use

 in a performance context.

 If we have an interest in moving collaboration in
 the field of computer music to a higher level,
 where more people can participate and share ideas,
 we need systems that facilitate the development of
 ecologies at many levels. The fundamental level at
 which Max supports an ecology of software devel-
 opment in C is a good model. But we need support
 for more levels, and the creation of these levels is
 what I hope to work on over the next few years.
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